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Hörmann Brand Quality
Reliable and future-oriented

As Europe’s leading manufacturer of doors, 
hinged doors, frames and operators, we are 
committed to high product and service quality. 
This is how we set standards  
on an international scale.

Highly-specialised factories develop and 
manufacture construction components  
that are characterised by excellent quality, 
functional safety and a long service life.

No matter it's a normal condition storage, a 
fresh and cold storage or even a deep freeze 
storage, Hörmann is able to provide you 
complete logistics solutions. In each link of 
warehousing, sorting, processing and 
distributing goods, Hörmann is your powerful 
partner to assist you to build a modern high 
efficiency logistic system.

Kerry Logistics

German Quality

Competent Advice
Experienced specialists within our customer-oriented sales 
organisation accompany you from the planning stage, through 
technical clarification up to the final building inspection. 
Complete working documentation, such as  technical 
manuals, is not only available in printed form, but also 
always accessible and up-to-date at www.hoermann.com.

Fast service
Our extensive service network means that we are always 
nearby and at your service. This is a great advantage 
for testing, maintenance and repairs.

In-House Product Development
At Hörmann, innovation is produced in-house – highly 
qualified employees of the development departments are 
in charge of product optimisation and new developments. 
This results in market-ready, high-quality products that  
are very popular around the globe.

Modern Manufacturing
Hörmann modern manufacture facilities ensures a 
consistently professional level. All production processes, 
such as dock levellers, dock shelters and dock seals are 
precisely carried out under the strict quality control and 
manufactured with equal precision.

YEAR
guaranteed availability

It goes without saying 
that spare parts for 
doors, operators and 
controls are original 
Hörmann parts that 
come with a guaran-
teed availability of 10 
years.
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Complete solutions for normal condition logistic projects
The right concepts from Hörmann

Hörmann products for well-sealing 
interior platform solution

Industrial sectional door SPU F42

CS rolling shutter Decotherm S

Hydraulic dock leveller HLS 

Flap dock shelter DSL 

Hörmann normal condition logistic projects

Normal condition warehouses are designed for storage and turnover of conventional goods which are relatively insensitive 
to temperature. In the process, the efficiency of loading and unloading should be improved as far as possible to avoid the 
influence of bad weather. In addition, with the rapid progress of E-commerce in recent years, the logistics industry has 
ushered in unprecedented opportunities of development. in the mean time, high efficiency logistics process is highly 
expected for modern logistics industry. besides ensuring basic handling conditions and keep good quality of goods. it is 
also very important to improve the speed of loading/unloading, sorting and distribution of goods.
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Hörmann products for
exterior platform solution

Large size industrial sectional door SPU F42 XL 

Hydraulic dock leveller HLS  
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Hörmann solution for normal condition logistic projects
Common logistics solutions — with exterior platform

Hörmann solution for normal temperature dry bulk storage
Common logistics solutions — with well-sealing interior platform

Recommended products
• Exterior platform

• Hydraulic telescopic lip dock leveller HLS

• Rolling shutter or industrial sectional doors

• Buffers

• Wheel guide

Logistics solution with exterior platform is a common solution for loading and unloading. the platform is 
located outside the warehouse or workshop, normally equipped with canopy. In this case, the production, 
storage and loading/unloading areas are relatively independent, and does not occupy the space inside.

But as the loading/unloading process is carried out in the open environment. It is normally used for 
occasions where there’s no high requirements for sealing and heat/rain/sun protection. The customer only 
need to order industrial doors and dock leveller for this solution.

Recommended products
• Interior platform

• Hydraulic telescopic lip dock leveller HLS

• Rolling shutter or industrial sectional doors

• Flat dock shelter DSL

• Buffers

• Wheel guide

As modern logistics has higher and higher requirements for cleanliness, temperature control, sealing and 
heat preservation, not only on the interior environment of the warehouse, but also the condition of the 
goods during loading/unloading process, a new logistics solution with well-sealed interior loading platform 
is getting more and more popular.

The dock leveller is fitted inside of the workshop, front edge align with outside wall of the workshop. the 
rolling shutter or industrial sectional door close down to the platform of dock leveller. Flat dock shelter is 
fitted around the opening to well-seal the lorry during loading and unloading process, to protect goods and 
improve the interior environment of the workshop.
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Industrial sectional door SPU F42
With 42 mm double-skinned steel PU panel

Industrial sectional door SPU F42

42 mm

SPU F42 door section

Hörmann sectional doors with 42-mm-thick PU-foamed sections 
are especially robust, offering good thermal insulation and wind 
load resistance. Thermal insulation of door section UP = 0.5 W/
(m2·k), wind load resistance is up to European standard class 3. 
The door is available for Micrograin and Stucco-textured 
surfaces.
All industrial sectional doors with Stucco-textured surface from 
Hörmann are available in 6 preferred colours, as well as 
approximately 200 colours based on RAL. Doors with Micrograin 
surface are available in RAL 9002 and RAL 9006.

White aluminium RAL 9006

Grey white RAL 9002

Anthracite grey RAL 7016

Moss green RAL 6005

Gentian blue RAL 5002

Flame red RAL 3000

6 preferred colours

Available for two glazing types

Industrial sectional door SPU F42 is available for both compound 
glazing type A and aluminium glazing frames. Aluminum glazing 
frames are made of high quality anodised aluminium profile which 
is sturdy and smooth.
With standard DURATEC synthetic glazing, Hörmann sectional
doors retain their clear view permanently, even after multiple
cleanings and heavy use.

Micrograin Stucco-textured 

Compound glazing type A

Aluminium glazing frame

Examples of Track Versions

The door’s guidance system should in no way impede the workflow within the building. That’s why choosing the correct track 
application is important during the planning stage. 
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Germany imported shaft drive operators
Soft start soft stop

Diagonal fitting variant

Vertical fitting variant

Developed and produced by Hörmann

Combination control 420 Si/Ti

• Compact combination of basic dock 
   leveller control and door control
• Easy to fit in a housing
• For operator WA 300 with integrated control

More details see the brochure 
'Industrial sectional doors'

Obtained China CCC mandatory product certification, 
CE certification and Germany TüV certification

Soft start / stop
For gentle and quiet door 
travel. This sustainably 
increases the service life 
of the door system.

Lower investments, 
lower consumption
The WA 300 S4 costs 
less than a 3-phase 
current operator. At the 
same time, daily power 
consumption is reduced 
by up to 75 %.

Simple, fast fitting  
and start-up
since many components 
have already been pre-
assembled and no closing 
edge safety devices or 
cable slack switches have 
to be fitted.

For further information, 
please see the fitting data 
or contact your Hörmann 
partner.

Advantages at a glance

The new shaft operator WA 300 can be 
fitted quickly and flexibly, as well as 
vertically or diagonally. 
 
There is no need to install a closing edge 
safety device or similar component on the 
door thanks to the operator’s automatic 
safety cut-out. This saves fitting time and 
reduces servicing due to damaged cables.  
 
The operator’s standard soft start and soft
stop also ensure gentle and quiet door 
travel.

The WA 300 operator is only available in 
combination with sectional doors without 
a wicket door.

Integrated control  
with push button DTH R
The operator WA 300 can also optionally 
be supplied with external control 360 
(prepared for traffic control).

Door sizes
Max. door width 6000 mm
Max. door height 4500 mm

Max. 150 door cycles (Open / Close) 
per day or max. 10 door cycles 
(Open / Close) per hour

As standard for WA 300 S4

• Soft start and soft stop for gentle and quiet 
door travel

• Power limit in “Open” / “Close” directions
• Integrated control with push button DTH R
• No installations or cabling required on the door
• Only approx. 1 watt power consumption  

in stand-by mode (if no other electrical 
accessories are connected)

Optional releases

Secured release on inside
For the convenient release  
of the operator from the floor 
(European patent)

Secured release from outside ASE
To unlatch the door from the outside 
(required for buildings without a second 
entrance). Lockable diecast housing 
with profile half cylinder.
Dimensions:
83 × 133 × 50 mm (W × H × D)

Emergency operation
For manual operation of higher doors 
from 3000 mm

Maintenance release directly 
on the operator
During the statutory annual door inspection, 
it is not necessary for the operator to be 
removed from the door shaft, which saves time 
and money. This saves you time and money. 
The maintenance release can be converted  
to a secured release at any time.

Push button DTH R

Push button DTH R (open/stop/close) is a 
standard fitting for shaft operator  
WA 300 S4.

Industrial Sectional Doors
High-Speed Sectional Doors
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CS rolling shutter Decotherm S
Available for power-driven and manual operated doors

Shaft operator WA 300 R S4

There is no need to install a closing edge 
safety device or similar component on the 
door thanks to the operator’s automatic 
safety cut-out. This saves fitting time and 
reduces servicing due to damaged cables. 
The operator’s standard soft start and soft 
stop also ensure gentle and quiet door travel.

Available for easy operation manually-operated doors

More details see the brochure 'Industrial 
rolling shutter and rolling grille'

The front picture is a manual CS r olling shutter

The picture behind is a power-driven CS rolling shutter with WA 300 
operator and shaft cover

Tension spring assembly

The innovative tension spring assembly 
assists during manual opening and closing. 
Therefore rolling shutters and rolling grilles 

can be operated with little force.

Chain hoist

The CS rolling shutter can be easily opened 
and closed via the handle and pull rod. 
Operation is particularly easy with an 
optional chain hoist, which we recommend 
for doors higher than 3500 mm.

Curtain variants
Size range

(B × H, max.)

Decotherm S, steel

Max. width 5000 mm 
Max. height 4500 mm

Industrial Rolling Shutters
and Rolling Grilles
Sturdy and reliable, solid and durable
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Detailed quality
For long, sustainable use

Hydraulic dock levellers with hinged lip HLS
Comfortable operation with great levelling

The dock levellers are applied in the position of the loading docks 
to make up the height difference between the lorry and loading 
platform which highly improved the efficiency of modern logistic 
industry. The electronic hydraulic system moves the platform to 
the highest position and then automatically extends the hinged 
lip. The platform is then lowered until the hinged lip is placed 
on the loading surface. Now the lorry can be quickly and safely 
loaded and unloaded.  Durability and quality go hand in hand.
Dock levellers have to withstand the rough day-to-day loading 
environment. For this reason, all components are manufactured 
using high-quality materials.

All Hörmann dock levellers comply with the requirements of 
EN 1398. Also different loading capacity and ordering sizes are   
optionally available to choose.

Particularly sturdy steel front top and bottom crossbeam 
ensures reliable fixing in the  building structure, one of the 
most important prerequisites for a long service life.

300

330

360

-340

Working ranges and dimensions of HLS 
The values in the table indicate the maximum bridgeable height 
difference which is permissible, taking into account the maximum 
gradient/tilt of 12.5 %  

All dimensions in mm

235

-305

-345

-340

For more details see the brochure 
'Loading technology'

Robust hinged lip
The open design with hinge points close to one 
another prevents the accumulation of dirt, such 
as wood shavings, in the hinge.

Safe, reliable operation
2 hydraulic cylinders ensure the balanced, relia-
ble and, most importantly, safe operation of the 
dock leveller. It comes equipped with automatic 
emergency-stop valves.

Reinforcements on the underside
The number and design of the girders prevent 
deformation (track groves) beyond the degree 
required by EN 1398.

Working instruction of the dockleveller (Dock leveller length 2000mm in below illustration)

Maximum slope of inclination angle 

of the dock leveller is 12.5%.

Lorry Lorry

The maximum rising angle of the 

dock leveller is designed to reserve 

the folding space of the lip.

23
5

23
5

30
0

2000 2500 2750 3000 Dock leveller length
Ordering width of the dock leveller in above picture shows is 1800mm.

Loading Technology
Ideal Solution for Efficient Logistics
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Flap dock shelter DSL 
Universally applicable dock shelter

Hörmann flap dock shelters adjust to the lorry’s size and can thus be used universally. As 
dock or roadway models, they are available in many variations and can therefore be 
optimally customised to most situations. High-quality top and side flaps, mounted on a 
galvanized, compressible steel frame, result in a stable, flexible and robust construction.

Flap dock shelters
The lorry determines the dimensions

H Dock shelter width DS

H1 side flap 900 1000 1200

3500
H2 front opening

2500 2400 2200

3750 2750 2650 2450

Front opening height = Dock seal height – top flap height – 100 (drainage)

  all dimensions in mm

A
AB

B
C

C

B2B1

H

H1

H
T 

= 
H

 -
 1

00

H2

B
BT = B - 200 mm

B Dock shelter width DS

B1 side flap 600 700

3300

B2 front opening

- -

3350 2150 1950

3400 - -

3500 2300 2100

Front opening width = Dock seal width – (2 × width of side flaps)

Ask yourself:

• How high is the loading bay?
• How wide and how high are the docking vehicles?

• Do different lorry sizes have to load at the same  
loading bay?

• What type of goods are loaded?

Use the table below to carefully determine the required 
size of the front opening. This is the only way to achieve 
optimal sealing.

Ideally, the dock seal is 850 mm higher and 1000 mm 
wider than the lorry.

While a long top flap ensures good sealing even with 
smaller lorries, it hangs over the loading opening of larger 
vehicles. An overlap of approximately 150 mm is ideal.

The correct combination of flap width and depth results 
in optimal sealing. In Hörmann dock seals, a depth of 500 
mm has been tried and tested in practical application.
If required by the customers, dock seals are also availa-
ble with 600 mm depth, type DS even with a depth of 900 
mm, which is ideal, for example, for MRS mechanical 
dock levellers that are fitted in front of the ramp.

Standard widths: 3350/3500 mm
Standard heights: 3500/3750 mm
(Roadway model 4500 mm high)

For fitting the dock seal, the door opening may have  
the following maximum dimensions:
Door width = Width of the dock seal – 200 mm
Door height = Height of the dock seal – 100 mm

B Width

B 1 Side flap

B 2 Front opening

BT Door opening width

H Height

H 1 Top flap

H 2 Front opening

HT Door opening height

Adjust the height of 
the top flap to the 
vehicle height.

Optimal: 150 mm 
overlap.
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Hörmann fresh and cold logistic complete solutions

The theoretical preservation temperature of vegetables and fruits ranges from 0 °C to 15 °C. The low storage 
temprature will benifit to reduce the incidence of pathogenic bacteria and the rate of fruit decay, also slow 
down the process of respiratory metabolism of vegetables, thus achieving the purpose of preventing decay 
and prolonging the storage period. Hörmann fresh and cold logistic solution reduces heat exchange in the 
circulation of goods, reducing cooling energy consumption and saving energy costs.

Thermal insulation loading dock
Industrial sectional door SPU 67 Thermo

Hydraulic dock leveller HTL-2-P

Flap dock shelter DSL 

1

2

3

Loading dock with DOBO system
Industrial sectional door SPU 67 Thermo

Hydraulic dock leveller HTL-2-P

Inflatable dock seal DAS-3

DOBO system

4

1

2

Thermal insulation loading dock 
with loading house
Industrial sectional door SPU 67 Thermo

Loading house LHP 2

Hydraulic dock leveller HLS-2-P

Flap dock shelter DSL 

1

3

5

6

Hörmann fresh and cold logistic complete solutions

The fresh and cold storage is a modern storage technology that inhibits the activity of microorganisms and 
enzymes, then prolongs the storage period of vegetables and fruits. The temperature range in the warehouse 
is normally set as 0 °C to 5 °C. Not only the temperature and humidity, but also the content of oxygen, carbon 
dioxide and other gases in the warehouse could be regulated. By this way, the fruits and vegetables are stayed in 
a dormant state, and the original quality is maintained after the storage period. 

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

6

Complete solutions for fresh and cold logistic projects
Improved thermal insulation loading dock for energy effecient
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To control the cleanliness and temperature, the thermal insulation during the loading and unloading 
process is becoming more and more important. An internal sealing loading dock with dock leveller fitted 
inside the workshop is a good solution to meet this requirement. A sectional door or rolling shutter closes 
to the front of the dock leveller which will totally seal the dock levller inside the worshop. A dock shelter on 
the external facade will help to seal the sides of the lorry during the loading and unloading process, protect 
the goods and internal environment.

Fresh and cold logistic complete solutions
Interior thermal insulation loading house solution

When the sealing is needed but there is no enough internal space to put the dock leveller inside the 
workshop, an extra loading house will help as above picture shows. The loading house is placed in front of 
the building, which is particularly energy-efficient and space-saving. This means that the entire building 
space can be used, right up to the exterior walls. The dock leveller is fitted on a pedestal below the loading 
house. The building door extends to the building floor not on top of the dock leveller, but behind it. This way, 
the door opening is optimally insulated, especially outside loading times. 

Fresh and cold logistic complete solutions
Interior thermal insulation loading dock solution

Recommended products
• Interior thermal insulation loading dock

• Industrial sectional door SPU F42 or SPU67 Thermo, fitted in front of 

the dock leveller

• Hydraulic telescopic lip dock leveller with extended lip

• Insulated dock leveller bottom side with insulated panel

• Flap dock shelter

• Buffer

• Wheel guide

Recommended products
• With exterior loading house

• Industrial sectional door SPU F42 or SPU67 Thermo, fitted on  

the opening of the workshop

• Hydraulic hinge lip dock leveller

• Flap dock shelter or inflatable dock seal

• Buffer

• Wheel guide
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42 mm 67 mm

Matching

42 mm and 67 mm panels

67 mm panel with thermal break
With the SPU 67 Thermo’s 67 mm sections with 
thermal break, you benefit from an excellent 
thermal value of up to 0.51 W/ (m²·K)*. The 
thermal break between the exterior and interior 
of the steel sections also reduces the formation 
of condensation water on the inside of the door.

* For a door size of 5000 × 5000 mm with optional 
ThermoFrame

Thermal insulation sectional door SPU 67 Thermo
Double-skinned steel sectional doors with thermal break

Logistics buildings and warehouses
Excellent thermal insulation with sections with thermal break, depth 67 mm.

Fresh logistics
The SPU 67 Thermo door minimises temperature losses at door openings, making it ideal for use in food and cold logistics.

For more details see the brochure 'Industrial 
sectional doors'

U-value of door 5000 × 5000 mm: 0.51 W/ (m2·K)

0.33 W/ (m²·K)

Up to

45 %
better thermal insulation compared to a industrial 
sectional door SPU 40

SPU 67
Thermo
The energy-saving door

67-mm-thick sections with thermal break

Save energy thanks to thermal insulation

Triple sheet steel reinforcement in screw fixing area

Minimises the formation of condensation water on the 
inside of the door.

U-value of sections:

Industrial Sectional Doors
High-Speed Sectional Doors
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2000 2500 2750 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 Dock leveller length

Hydraulic dock leveller with telescopic lip HTL-2-P 
For thermal insulated loading dock

Telescopic lip dock leveller

The continuous and to the centimetre precise extending and lowering of 
the dock leveller’s telescopic lip allows simple and safe unloading  
of even fully loaded lorries. This way, even pallets that are situated at the 
end of the vehicle’s loading surface and thus only provide limited  
telescopic lip space, can be loaded.

The design with interleaved beams of the platform and telescopic lip as 
well as side plastic runners, ensures regular and reliable guiding. The 
telescopic lip can be extended and retracted in a targeted manner via 
separate control buttons, and can be placed precisely and controlled  
on the loading surface. The telescopic lip has a length of 500 mm as 
standard. Longer versions are also available. These are required, for 
example, when the dock leveller is located behind the door construction.

You can load and unload lorries and delivery vans at the same ramp by 
using the optional 3-part telescopic lip. The width of side lips is 170mm 
which ensures proper positioning for different vehicles.

Standard with 500 mm 
long telescopic lip.

Working ranges of HTL-2-P 
The table indicates the maximum 
working range (limit value range) when 
the lip is extended completely. 

More details see the brochure 
'Loading technology'

All dimensions in mm

3-part telescopic lip for lorries and delivery vans in varies widths

Detailed quality
For long, sustainable use

Flat transitions
The flat transitions from the platform to the 
telescopic lip and to the loading surface  
ensure safe loading.

Stable telescopic lip
The telescopic lip with a robust front lip is  
reinforced throughout. The 12/14 mm thick  
running plate is made of a single piece.

Noise-reducing pedestal
Rubber buffers on the telescopic lip dock  
leveller pedestals reduce the contact noise 
when positioning the platform.

Loading Technology
Ideal Solution for Efficient Logistics

With telescopic lip 1200mm

With telescopic lip 1000 mm

With telescopic lip 500 mm

With telescopic lip 1000 mm

With telescopic lip 500 mm

HTLV 3

HTLV 3

-420

-480

-460

530

-480

470

320

260

380

320

415

350

490

445

420

380

505

445

570

505

630

570

540

490

695

630

-330

-395

-375

-390

-425

-445

-420

-435

-510

-650

-470

-520

-455

-485

-445

-495

-630

-690

-430

-470

405

435

-535

595

-500

655

-490

720
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Inflatable dock seals adjust particularly well to the different lorry sizes.

The excellent seal mostly prevents the entrance of cold into heated buildings  
or of heat into refrigerated warehouses, saving energy. It envelops the vehicle  
without restricting the area of travel of the doors and is the optimal solution  
for specific situations, such as a DOBO system. After the loading process  
and switching off the fan, the cushions quickly withdraw via their interior  
tension cables and counter weights.

Inflatable dock seals
Flexible sealing without restriction to the door opening area

Hörmann practical application tip 
The inflatable dock seal can be operated  
conveniently with multi-control 460.

Use in the DOBO system

Lorry or flatbed can be docked to the loading bay 
with closed doors.
Before opening the door, the inflatable dock seal is 
activated and effectively envelops the vehicle on 
three sides. The doors of the lorry or the flatbed 
can be opened now.

Design features

 Frame construction

The roof and side cladding are made of insulated 
steel panels, 20 mm thick. They are available in a 
choice of White aluminium, RAL 9006, or Grey 
white, RAL 9002, with anodised aluminium corner 
profiles with a rounded softline look.

 Flap and fabric

The side and top flaps consist of 2-layered,  
3-mm-thick substrate fabric made of polyester  
monofilament threads with double-sided UPVC 
coating which protect the inflatable cushions.
The cushions consist of weather-resistant flexible 
and high frequency-welded flap material in Gra-
phite black, RAL 9011.

 Blower

The powerful blower is in operation during the  
entire loading process and thus guarantees a  
constant seal.
Ventilation slots ensure the required pressure  
compensation and drain condensation water.

 Corner sealing cushions

As standard, the DAS-3 is available with a foamfil-
led corner sealing cushion and optionally with infla-
table corner sealing cushions (see page 45).
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Fresh and cold logistic complete solutions
DOBO version interior loading dock

The DOBO system is the ideal solution: To prevent any interruptions of the cold chain 
of refrigerated or frozen goods, the lorry doors are only opened after docking. The 
optimally co-ordinated Hörmann DOBO system offers a high degree of comfort and 
low energy loss. This minimises the risk of accidents in the  danger zone between the 
vehicle and ramp.

We also help you to plan the roof  
and side connections to the building.

On conventional ramps, the driver gets out of the vehicle, opens the vehicle  
door and then docks the vehicle. If the vehicle has already docked on the  
previous evening, inconvenient adjustment processes are necessary to open  
the doors. With the DOBO system, a lorry can dock with its doors closed.
They can be opened whenever needed. Until that time the goods remain  
well protected inside the vehicle.

 Safe docking

The Hörmann Docking Assistant HDA helps  
the driver to dock safely. The vehicle doors  
remain closed. Sensors in the door leaf  
recognise the position of the vehicle.

 Reliable sealing

As soon as the lorry is docked, the dock  
seal DAS-3 is inflated and seals the vehicle  
from 3 sides.

 Opening the dock door

After the door is completely opened, the  
telescopic lip of the dock leveller is extended  
to decrease the gap to the vehicle.

 Lowering the bumpers

Now the flexible bumpers VBV 4 can be lowered 
manually and locked to open the lorry doors.

 Opening the vehicle door

The ramp features a recess that provides  
enough space for the door to open completely.

 Extending the dock leveller

The dock leveller HTL-2 with a 1000 mm long  
telescopic lip easily bridges the gap between  
the ramp and the loading floor and can be  
precisely positioned up to the last centimetre.

Recommended products
• DOBO version interior loading dock

• Thermal insulated industrial sectional door SPU67 Thermo

• Hydraulic telescopic lip dock leveller with extended lip

• Insulated dock leveller bottom side with insulated panel

• Inflatable dock seal

• Height-adjustable buffer

• Wheel guide
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Loading houses
The energy-efficient and space-saving solution

Loading houses are placed in front of the building, which is particularly energy-efficient 
and space-saving. This means that the entire building space can be used, right up to 
the exterior walls. The building door extends to the building floor not on top of the 
dock leveller, but behind it. This way, the door opening is optimally insulated, 
especially outside loading times. Loading houses are also suited for modernisation, as 
a complete loading bay can be added to the building without costly reconstruction 
measures.

We also help you to plan the roof  
and side connections to the building.

Adjustable pedestal feet

The height of the loading house pedestal feet can be adjusted to  
optimally adapt to the building level. This facilitates fitting and allows  
for the compensation of possible building subsidence, even years later.

Flexible control

The optional external control DTH-T enables exact control directly  
at the loading point. This allows for the dock leveller telescopic  
lip to be positioned exactly onto the loading house even though  
the main control is located in the building. The external control  
can also be retrofitted to existing Hörmann door systems.

Optimal drainage

Loading houses are drained via a standard roof slope of 2 % towards  
the front. A gutter is also fitted to the loading houses in combination with 
a drainpipe. Under certain conditions, an optional roof slope of 10 %  
is possible.

Static calculation

A static calculation according to EN 1990 is available for all models.
Depending on the version, the particularly stable design carries  

a roof load bearing capacity of max. 1 kN/m2 or 3 kN/m2 and is also  

recommended for snowy regions. The max. wind load is 0.65 kN/m2.
Thus, with Hörmann you can plan loading houses simply and safely.
For higher requirements, please speak to your Hörmann partner.
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Complete solutions for deep freeze logistic projects
For effective and energy saving cold chain logistic 

Hörmann cold chain logistic solutions

Compare with the controlled atmosphere cold store, the temprature range varies much bigger. Especially the temprature of deep 
freeze area could be around -28℃ which need much more cooling energy. This makes energy saving the most important consideration 
when the cold chain is being designed. A good deep freeze door will help with the energy saving on both static and dynamic 
conditions. When there is no traffic and the door is closed, the excellent thermal insulation of the door prevent the losing of cooling 
energy. Meanwhile when there is busy traffic, the fast opening and closing speed will minimize the heat exchange between interior 
and exterior areas.

1 Thermal insulation flexible high-speed door V4015 ISO L

Deep freeze door ISO Speed Cold H 100 

Deep freeze door ISO Speed Cold V 100 3

2

Hörmann cold chain logistic solutions

1
1

3
2

1
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Wind lock

PE foam in curtain pockets

100 mm

More details see the brochure 
'High-speed doors' 

SAFETY LIGHT GRILLE· ·

High-Speed Doors
For optimized material flow and improved efficiency

High-speed sectional door ISO Speed Cold 100
Fast energy-saving cold store
and deep freeze door

Available for track 
application H and V

SAFETY LIGHT GRILLE
· as standard ·

External door / internal door ISO Speed Cold 100

Size range

Max. width (LDB) 5000 mm

Max. height (LDH) 5000 mm

Speed

With standard FU control AK 500 FUE - 1

Max. opening speed 2.0 m/s

Max. closing speed 0.5 m/s

Panel

Foamed with polyurethane

Thickness 100 mm

Emergency opening

Counterweight

Emergency hand chain

Thermal insulation (EN 12424)

Fitted door UD = 0.57 W/ (m2·K)

Track applications

Track application V for fitting within and outside of freezer

High-lift track application only for fitting outside of freezer

Door leaf colours**

Available in over 200 colours based on RAL.

Standard: Grey white, RAL 9002

Sections with thermal break

Fast, airtight and efficient

Thanks to its sections with thermal  
break and special seals for the building 
structure and floor, the ISO Speed Cold  
is the optimum solution for all areas  
with high temperature differences.

Used as a high-speed door in  
cold-storage areas or to save energy in 
production and distribution areas, the ISO 
Speed Cold remains impervious.

Heating system

The ISO Speed Cold features steel  
sections with rigid foam (PU) with a  
thermal break on the inside and outside.

Additional lintel and bottom seals help to 
achieve an excellent thermal insulation. 
The optional heating system ensure there 
is no ice or frost on the side guides, which 

guarantee the smooth runing of the door 
in deep freeze environment.

ThermoFrame as standard

The ThermoFrame separates the frame 
from the building structure. The thermal 
break, including additional seals,  
ensures excellent thermal insulation and 
provides optimal corrosion protection  
for the side frame.

V 4015 ISO L
Internal door for fresh and cold logistics up to 5°C

SAFETY LIGHT GRILLE
· as standard ·

For cold and fresh foods  
with insulated curtain  
for good thermal values

The energy-saving door in internal areas for 
cold and fresh logistics.

A thermal insulation value  
of UP = 1.6 W/ (m2·K) is achieved.

Increased thermal insulation  
thanks to ThermoFrame

The optional ThermoFrame separates the 
frame from the building structure. The 
thermal break, including additional seals, 
improves thermal insulation  
by up to 15% and provides optimal  
corrosion protection for the side frame.

The ThermoFrame is easy and quick to fit.

Internal door V 4015 ISO L

Size range

Max. width (LDB) 4000 mm

Max. height (LDH) 4500 mm

Speed

With standard FU control BK 150 FUE - 1

Max. opening speed 1.5 m/s

Max. closing speed 0.5 m/s

Emergency opening

Emergency crank handle

Optional: Automatic door opening via UPS

in case of power failure (BK 150 FUE-1 UPS, 230 V)

Curtain

Curtain pockets with a PE foam infill, 20 mm thick

Thermal insulation (EN 12424)

UP = 1.6 W/ (m2·K)
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External high-speed spiral door HS 7030 PU 42
42 mm hot-galvanized, double-skinned sections with PU rigid foam infill provide for particularly high thermal insulation, the sections 
are securely guided into a spiral bracket with a speed of 1.5-2.5m/s。

Big size DD rolling shutter Decotherm S 
The max. door size of DD rolling shutter Decotherm S up to 90 m2, a good solution for different external openings 
of a warehouse.

All products from one single source
Warehouse opening door solutions
Both internal and external door solutions for warehouse openings

Internal flexible high-speed door V5015 SEL
The textile-reinforced UPVC curtain and high-speed operators make this door the best choice for an internal 
opening in the warehouse.

Steel multi-purpose door HM 
This door is strong, reliable, well-made and widely applicable. Their good quality stems from fine materials and 

constantly improved processing technology.
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DD rolling shutter Decotherm S
Ideal solution for big size warehouse gates

Max. Door size 90 m2

Max. Door width 11500 mm, Max. Door height 9000 mm

80 mm

Narrow aluminium side guide
The side guides require a sideroom of only 80 mm 
for all door sizes . They are fitted quickly and 
easily directly to the building structure. For better 
handling during transport and fitting, the side 
guides are delivered as a 2-part version from  
a door height of 6000 mm. The support profiles 
made of aluminium  form an elegant unit with 
side guides. The optional steel bracket fastening 

 allows fitting to insulated building openings  
or fitting by welding in steel construction.

Compact support brackets
The support brackets only require a sideroom  
of max. 180 mm (bearing side) or max. 280 mm 
(operator side).

Minimum wear guide channel
The standard guide channel with polyamide 
sliding surfaces  reduces wear of the door 
curtain. In case of maintenance, the metal holder 
can be replaced in a very service-friendly way.

Easy fitting
The door construction is supplied as a ready-to-fit 
unit consisting of curtain, barrel and support 
bracket. The door components can easily  
be positioned on the building structure using  
the metre line and console template.
Side guide markings ensure quick adjustment  
of the door’s end-of-travel positions.  
The stackable packaging units also optimise 
transport and logistics to the construction site.

Maximum door sizes

Max. Door size 90 m2

Max. Door width 11500 mm, 
Max. Door height 9000 mm
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DD rolling shutter Decotherm S
Ideal solution for big size warehouse gates

Interior side

Decotherm S steel profile

Hörmann has decisively improved its rolling shutters 
with this high-tech profile. A combination of a tho-
roughly optimised profile geometry with fine steel 
alloys shows what is possible today in rolling shutter 
construction.
This fine “full hard” steel makes these profiles espe-
cially resistant to damage caused by transport, fitting 
and operation. 

RAL 7016Anthracite grey

RAL 9002

RAL 9006

Grey white

White aluminium

Decotherm S Standard colors

Operator and control system developed 
and manufactured by Hörmann

Powerful operator  
and control system
This door solution for medium to large openings  
is characterised by a powerful direct drive operator 
and variable operator fitting as standard.

Flexible fitting
The fitting position of the operator can be freely 
selected during fitting and thus optimally adapted  
to the respective fitting situation on-site.

Optional cladding
An optional curtain and operator cover is available 
for effective protection against dirt and adverse 
effects of the weather.

Direct drive operator
• Powerful direct drive operator with absolute 

encoder (AWG) for a reliable door operation

• Integrated position-independent catch safety 
device prevents the door curtain from falling

• Variable operator fitting

 Towards bottom
 Horizontal
 Towards top

• With the horizontal or upward alignment,  
no operator technology is visible underneath 
the barrel

Curtain and operator cover
• Protection of the door barrel from dirt  

and adverse effects of the weather  
with curtain cover PVDD 

• Can be extended by the VDD operator cover 
(closed unit: support brackets, curtain  
and operator) 

• Made of galvanized sheet steel

• Quick and easy fitting thanks to fitting  
to door brackets

Shootbolt latch lock
The shootbolt can be fitted to the right or left of 
the side guide. This lock is standard with limit 
switch protection.
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External rigid high-speed doors
Fast external doors with PU insulating panels for high thermal insulation

Figure: Spiral Door HS 7030 PU 42

These doors are characterized by their high thermal insulation, fast opening speed and 
light grilles as standard, as well as hot-galvanized double-skinned sections or lathes 
with elegant surface finishes. The high opening and closing speeds of these doors 
optimise work processes and significantly accelerate logistics processes.

High-speed spiral door HS 7030 PU 42
With non-contact roll-up technology

A compact spiral guide

The sections are securely guided into a spiral  
bracket without any contact. With the high-
performance 3-phase frequency converter control 
(FU) and the chain mechanism with spring 
compensation, the door reaches an opening speed of 
up to 2.5 m/s. Spiral door HS 7030 PU 42 can also 
be fitted externally.

SAFETY LIGHT GRILLE
· as standard ·

External door / internal door HS 7030 PU 42

Size range

Max. width (LDB) 6500 mm

Max. height (LDH) 6500 mm

Speed

With standard FU control AK 500 FUE - 1

Max. opening speed 1.5 – 2.5 m/s

Max. closing speed 0.5 m/s

Emergency opening / emergency closing

Emergency hand chain

Door leaf

Material
Steel sandwich construction, PU-foamed,  
DURATEC glazing optional

Depth 42 mm

Section height 225 mm

Hinge connections from approx. 3500 mm door width

Resistance to wind load (EN 12424)

Class 4, max. 133 km/h

Acoustic insulation (EN 717-1)

(Without glazing) R = 26 dB

Thermal insulation (EN 12428)

For 25 m2 door size UD = 1.95 W/ (m2·K)

Door leaf colors**

Available in over 200 colors based on RAL.
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Internal flexible high-speed doors
To improve indoor climate and optimize the flow of traffic

Flexible high-speed doors from Hörmann have been designed for safe, efficient 
and lasting operation. The high-tech light grille, as well as the closing edge 
safety device, make the door particularly safe and easy to fit and service.

Innovative gate technology
Particularly easy to fit  
and service as standard

SoftEdge bottom profile  
with integrated radio crash switch

FU CONTROL
· as standard ·

Impulses for a longer service life
and increased efficiency

At Hörmann, you receive all high-speed doors with a frequency 
converter control (FU) as standard – for fast, safe and low-wear door 
travel. High opening and closing speeds help you to optimize your 
operations and reduce heat losses and drafts at the workplace. In 
addition, it relieves the entire door mechanism through the smooth 
starting and braking action which considerably extends the service 
life of the door.

No downtimes resulting from a crash
thanks to the SoftEdge bottom profile

The innovative SoftEdge door technology prevents damage and 
resulting downtime of the door system. Extensive repairs, such as 
those with rigid bottom profiles, will not be necessary. SoftEdge 
ensures trouble-free operation and production processes.

Non-contact safety

The standard safety light grille (IP 67) for SEL door monitors the 
closing zone of the door up to a height of 2500 mm. A closing edge 
safety device is not required. Fitting in the frame also reduces the risk 
of collision damage. These advantages are what make  
Hörmann high-speed doors especially easy to service and fit.

Radio crash switch

The radio crash switch for SEL door is concealed in the SoftEdge 
bottom profile. If the bottom profile is pushed out of the side guides 
by a crash, the radio crash switch transmits a signal to the control 
and the door is stopped immediately. Without the spiral cable, the 
doors are especially easy to service and fit; downtimes for  
troubleshooting will also be reduced.

SAFETY LIGHT GRILLE
for SEL
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Steel hinge doors for pedestrian passages
Easy pedestrian passage and ensure the safety of fire areas

Hörmann steel hinge doors are sturdy and durable while also providing better thermal 
and sound insulation performance. Door leaf can be fitted with not only various glazing 
and louver, but also special hardware and cut-outs on request, providing better solution 
for doors as needed.

Fully hinge door types 
All doors from one source

Steel fire-rated door Class A Steel fire-rated door Class B/C Steel multi-purpose door

Steel multi-purpose door Steel impact swing doorSteel swing door

Steel internal door Steel internal door Steel tubular door
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Pull switch with plastic pull cord

Horizontal or vertical fitting possible, aluminum die-cast 
housing IP 65, cord length 4 m

Comfort radar / presence detector
Radar movement and presence detection
with infrared detection.
Fast and targeted automatic door opening.
Reliable advance protection.
Up to max. 6 m height.
In areas with high levels of humidity and in
outside areas, only the radar function is available.
Housing: protection category IP 65.

    

Key switch with 3 keys
Recessed version STUP 30
Impulse or OPEN / CLOSE
function selectable
Dimensions of switch box:
60 mm (d), 58 mm (D)
Dimensions of cover:
80 mm × 110 mm (W × H)
Wall recess:
65 mm (d), 60 mm (D)
Protection category: IP 54

Surface-mounted version STAP 30
Dimensions:
80 mm × 110 mm × 68 mm (W × H × D)

Induction loop DI 2
in a separate additional housing
Suitable for two separate induction  
loops. The detector has two volt-free  
normally open contacts. Can be set  
for impulse or permanent contact.  
Directional recognition possible.  
Dimensions of additional housing:
202 mm × 164 mm × 130 mm (W × H × D)
Switching capacity:
DI 2: 250 V AC, 4 A, 1000 VA,
(resistivity AC)
Supplied with loop cable

Loop cable for induction loop
50 m roll
Cable designation: SIAF
Cross-section: 1.5 mm²
Colour: brown

One-way photocell EL 51
Photocell with separate transmitter
and receiver.
The photocell is tested by the
control prior to each closing cycle.
Connected via a system cable.
Max. range 8.0 m
Dimensions with fitting bracket:
60 mm × 165 mm × 43 mm (W × H × D)
Protection category: IP 65

Red/green warning light 
In steel housing 
With fitting bracket 
IP 65

Rotating warning light
Yellow, in plastic housing 

IP 54

4-button
hand transmitter
HS 4 BS

4-button mini
hand transmitter
HSE 4 BS

2-button mini
hand transmitter
HSE 2 BS

White

3-channel receiver
HEI 3 BS
For controlling
3 functions

4-channel relay receiver
HER 4 BS
With 4 volt-free
relay outputs

1-channel relay receiver  
HER 1 BS 
with potential-free relay output 

in a separate housing without 

connection cable

Push button DTH R
For separate control of both
operational directions, with
separate stop button.
Protection category: IP 65
Dimensions:
90 mm × 160 mm × 55 mm 
(W × H × D)

Push button DTH RM
For separate control of both  
operational directions, with  
separate stop button.
With miniature lock: Operator is 
deactivated.  
It is not possible to actuate the 
operator  
(2 keys included in the scope of 
delivery).
Protection category: IP 65
Dimensions:
90 mm × 160 mm × 55 mm
(W × H × D)

Emergency-off button DTNG 
10
To quickly immobilise the door.
Push-to-lock mushroom button
Surface-mounted
Dimensions:
93 mm × 93 mm × 95 mm 
(W × H × D)
Protection category: IP 65

Palm / mushroom 
button 
With large operating 
surface.
Plastic housing, IP 65

2-key push button

For separate control of both  
operational directions. 

Protection category: IP 44

Dimensions:

70 × 118 × 65 mm 

(W × H × D)

Accessories
Optional extras

Accessories
Optional extras

1-button
hand transmitter
HS 1 BS
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Hörmann Logistic Solutions Product Range
Everything from a single source

Industrial sectional door SPU F42

Industrial sectional door SPU F42 XL

Industrial sectional door SPU 67 Thermo

CS rolling shutter Decotherm S

DD rolling shutter Decotherm S

Flexible high-speed door V5030 SEL

Cold storage door V4015 ISO L

Deep freeze door ISO Speed Cold 100 H

Deep freeze door ISO Speed Cold 100 V

Power hydraulic dock leveller HLS

Power hydraulic dock leveller HTL-2-P

Flap dock shelter DSL

Inflatable dock shelter DAS-3

Loading house LHP 2

Multi-purpose hinge door

Quick service with testing, 
maintenance and repairs!
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Hörmann Reference Logistic Projects

Hörmann has been on the Asian market for almost twenty years, and has a deep understanding of 

customer requirements. We continue to innovate and ensure the position of our products. Hörmann 

has cooperated with hundreds of logistic customers in large and medium sized cities, providing an 

integrated solution for logistic projects.

Goodman Logistics

Prologis Logistics

JD Logistics

FedEx Express

Swire Group

Kerry Logistics

Anport Logistics

Sinopharm 

Logistics

Tangjiu Logistics

YH Logistics

Xiaomi Logistics

Samsung Logistics

Trendy Logistics

Xianglong Logistics

Mapletree Logistics

Hongyi Logistics

Yongle Logistics

CR Logistics

Shuhai Logistics

Asia Global

DB Schenker

ADIDAS

Sanquan Cold Chain

China-Russia Cold Chain

China Post

CRLG Logistics

IMMDMML

Uniwill Logistics

BBMG Logistics 

Huachen Logistics

Xiamen Customs

Fuzhou Airport 

Beijing Airport

Air China Cargo

China Eastern Cargo

Xiamen Air Cargo

Shanghai Tobacco

Jiujiang Tobacco

Hebei Tobacco

Guiyang Tobacco

Mingfu Logistics

Tongan Logistics

Zeny Express

Wanjie Logistics

Wuhua Logistics

Gallops Logistics

LOGOS Logistics

Mingda Logistics

Hengxi Logistics

SIPPL 

BMW Logistics

CRRC Logistics

GLP

Better Life Logistics

WalMart Logistics

Gazeley Logistics

Sinotrans Logistics

Renrenle Logistics

Haorizi Logistics

Dazhang Group

Changzhou Tobacco

Hubei Tobacco

Nanjing Xingang

Lanzhou Bonded Logistics

Yizhuang Bonded Logistics

Tianzhu Bonded Logistics 

Jilin Bonded Logistics 

China Automobile Trading

Changxing Island Logistics

New world Cold Chain

Dalian Airport

Kunming Airport

BAIC Foton Logistics

National Food Base

Daimler Components

FAW International Logistics

Sinopharm Xinjiang

Decethlon Logistics

China Mobile Logistics

Nokia Nanxin Logistics
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Hörmann: Quality without Compromise

GARAGE DOORS

OPERATORS

DOORS

PARTITION WALLS

INDUSTRIAL DOORS

LOADING TECHNOLOGY

Hörmann KG Amshausen, Germany

Hörmann KG Dissen, Germany

Hörmann KG Werne, Germany Hörmann Beijing, China

Hörmann KG Antriebstechnik, Germany

Hörmann KG Eckelhausen, Germany

Hörmann Tianjin, China

Hörmann KG Brandis, Germany

Hörmann KG Freisen, Germany

Hörmann Alkmaar B.V., Netherlands

Hörmann LLC, Montgomery IL, USA

Hörmann KG Brockhagen, Germany

Hörmann KG Ichtershausen, Germany

Hörmann Legnica Sp. z o.o., Poland

Hörmann Flexon LLC, Burgettstown PA, USA Shakti Hörmann Ltd. India
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Hörmann is a professional manufacturer worldwide that offers  you 

a complete range of major building products from one source.  

We manufacture in specialized factories using the advanced production technologies.

The comprehensive manufacturing, sales and service network in Europe, 

Asia and America makes Hörmann your strong international partner for 

the high-quality construction. 

“Quality without Compromise”.


